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Abstract—Education is a processor effort carried out by someone to gain 

knowledge, skills, and habits in life. Today education in Indonesia is much in-

fluenced by globalization and the development of technology, information, and 

communication (ICT). ICT has become one of the aspects that is very much 

considered in the world of education from now on. The use of ICT in planning, 

process, and evaluation of learning is a very lively discussion discussed by In-

donesian education practitioners. The teacher must be able to process the devel-

opment of ICT in a positive direction so that students do not forget their original 

culture as the Indonesian nation. many things teachers can do by using Tats in 

the learning process. Teachers can find more educational references, teachers 

can use ICT as a learning medium. By using e-learning, students will become 

more motivated in learning. One form of e-learning based learning is to use a 

3D page flip book application. The e-book is an innovative book that is de-

signed to produce printed books because it produces products in the form of soft 

and economical distribution files. The ethnic-constructivistic module developed 

here will use a professional 3D page flip. In this research, we will see how the 

implementation of e-learning-based learning, ethnoconstuctivist multimedia 

with module uses a 3D page flip book. In addition, in this study, it will also be 

seen how students' responses and motivation after learning using the 3D page 

flip book application. 
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1 Introduction 

Education is a processor effort carried out by someone to gain knowledge, skills, 

and habits in life. [1] Education is a very important activity, with the education of 

humans can change behavior and knowledge for the better. In Indonesia education is a 

matter that is always interesting to discuss. Starting from the education system, cur-

riculum, facilities, teacher competencies, student delinquency, to global influences. 

[2] There are three main priorities: increasing equality and access, improving quality 

and relevance, and management approval and accountability. Today education in 
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Indonesia is much influenced by globalization and the development of technology, 

information, and communication (ICT). 

The current development of globalization requires education in Indonesia to be bet-

ter and develop. [3] The concept of globalization, nation-states, and education are 

closely interrelated. As explained, globalization has now rethinked political and social 

structures, economic relations, and cultural values. ICT has now become one of the 

aspects that is considered and highlighted in the world of education. The use of ICT in 

planning, process, and evaluation of learning is a very lively discussion discussed by 

Indonesian education practitioners. [4] It is logical to say that the development of 

information and communication technology (ICT) affects all fields of education. The 

question is, have Indonesian education facilities been fulfilled? Have teachers as edu-

cators been able to apply ICT in learning? And there are still many other interesting 

issues to discuss. 

Globalization forces the entry of outside culture into Indonesian society. This fears 

the loss of Indonesian native culture as a national identity. Here the teacher has a very 

vital role, where the teacher must be able to be a filter for the real culture that goes 

into students' thinking. The teacher must be able to process the development of ICT in 

a positive direction so that students do not forget their original culture as the Indone-

sian nation. 

The skills of teachers in using ICT, especially elementary school teachers can be 

said to be still low. [5] Teachers of traditional teaching methods "dictation notes" 

have been shown to be remarkable in teaching and learning. This can be caused be-

cause the teacher does not understand about ICT, lack of training or because of the 

lack of available facilities [6] Technology adds value to education and supports more 

effective pedagogy by providing knowledge to students and improving communica-

tion that supports learning. In the development of globalization that is very heavy as 

currently teachers are required to master ICT well. Technology should have been 

applied in education in Indonesia. 

One of the objectives of the application of ICT in education is to improve the quali-

ty and quantity of education and teachers in Indonesia. [7] ICTs make an acquisition 

of knowledge more accessible, and in the field of learning, involving students in the 

application of ICTs. Many things teachers can do by using Tats in the learning pro-

cess. Teachers can find more educational references, teachers can use ICT as a learn-

ing medium. [8] This method gives itself confidence and motivation that increases 

learning. education and culture are two things that cannot be separated. Therefore, 

teachers must be able to teach students to use ICT without leaving the cultural values 

of students. Technology-based education or E-learning is one of the things that can be 

used by teachers in the learning process. 

[9] E-learning and online courses refer to courses delivered partially or entirely 

online, synchronously or asynchronously. By using e-learning, students will become 

more motivated in learning. [10] Content that can be enjoyed more easily and whatev-

er is available can use learning resources effectively or can activate the content them-

selves at home or school. In addition, e-learning will make it easier for teachers to 

deliver subject matter. One form of e-learning based learning is to use a 3D page flip 

book application. 
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The e-book is an innovative book that is designed to produce printed books be-

cause it produces products in the form of soft and economical distribution files. [11]. 

The ethnic-constructivistic module developed here will use a professional 3D page 

flip. 

In this research, we will see how the implementation of e-learning-based learning, 

ethnoconstuctivist multimedia uses a 3D page flip book. In addition, in this study, it 

will also be seen how students' responses and motivation after learning using the 3D 

page flip book application. 

2 Methodology 

This study uses a development and evaluation methodology. [12] The R & D 

method is a research method used to produce certain products, and test the effective-

ness of these products. The products produced from this research are in the form of 

3D page flip ethno constructivist module teaching material that has been tested for its 

feasibility. The module development process here is to develop ethno constructivist 

modules in the form of a page flip 3D ebook using a professional 3D page flip appli-

cation. The following is the step in creating an ethno constructivist 3D page flip mod-

ule. 

 

Fig. 1.  The first step is to open a professional 3D page flip application, and it will reveal the 

display as above. Select "create now". 
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Fig. 2.  After the following display appears select "magazine" and clicks "OK". 

 

Fig. 3. Then the display will appear as shown above. Please select "3D" to make the module 

display into 3D page flip. 
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Fig. 4.  After the following display appears, please select a place to save the file and file name. 

Then click "convert". 

 

Fig. 5. The image above is a form of a 3D page flip display that has been created. 
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Then after the completion, evaluation or trial will be carried out. [13] Evaluation 

was carried out with a series of empirical tests involving users (students and teachers) 

of the models that had been developed. The trial conducted in this study was a small 

group trial, which will be conducted on elementary school students. 

The sample from this study was grade V elementary school students in three dis-

tricts in Jambi Province with 156 students. In addition to the students, the researchers 

also took fifth-grade teachers from elementary schools from three districts in Jambi 

Province with 12 teachers. The flow of this research is to develop ethnoconstivism 

modules with professional 3D page flip models. Then the researchers conducted a 

trial at the elementary school. After the trial is done, the researcher will see the re-

sponse of students and teachers. Students and teacher responses will be seen using a 

response questionnaire that will be shared with students and teachers. Questionnaire 

data that has been obtained, will be analyzed using SPSS 22 Software and will be 

displayed in table 1. The categorization of the questionnaire value results is as fol-

lows: 

Table 1.   Category questionnaire for Students and Teacher 

Value Range Category 

20.0 – 36.0 Very Not Good 

36,1 - 52,1 Not Good 

52,2 - 68,2 Enough 

68,3 - 84,3 Good 

84,4 - 100,4 Very Good 

 

In addition to the questionnaire, interviews were also conducted to obtain more in-

depth data on student and teacher responses. The results of student and teacher inter-

views, will then be analyzed using data analysis techniques by Miles and Huberman. 

3 Results and Discussion 

The module created is a learning module by incorporating cultural values that are 

around students. Integration of local cultural values in the module is so that students 

more easily understand learning material. The making of this module uses a construc-

tivist learning approach, so this module is called an ethno constructivist module. [14] 

The constructivist learning processes support students' active participation, knowledge 

construction, and deep learning, encourage students to think and act independently, 

and foster permanent learning. 

The ethnic-constructivism module is a module that contains learning material 

where the material is seen in terms of culture. This ethnic-constructivism module is 

then developed using a professional 3D page flip application. The development of 

ethnic-constructivism modules into professional 3D page flip applications is a form of 

e-learning development so students are more interested in learning. 
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Fig. 6.  View the 3D page flip ethnic-constructivism module 

 

Fig. 7.  Display the 3D page flip ethnic-constructivism module 

After the development of the ethno constuctivistic module using 3D page flip was 

completed, a demonstration was held to elementary school students. 

From the demonstration activities, the data obtained from the responses of students 

and teachers were as follows: 

Table 2.  . Results of student responses 

Category Frequensi % 

Not Good 0 0 

Less Good 0 0 

Enough 65 41,7 

Well 90 57,7 

Very Good 1 6 

Total 156 100.0 
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From the table shows that students' responses to the page flip ethno constructivist 

3D module tend to be good. If this is seen from the percentage, as many as 57.7% of 

students' responses to the ethno constructivist 3D page flip module fall into the Good 

category. 

Next is the teacher's response to the ethno constructivist 3D page flip module. The 

results of the response data were obtained by giving a questionnaire response to 12 

grade V teachers in elementary school. The results are as follows: 

Table 3.   Results of teacher responses 

Category Frequensi % 

Not Good 0 0 

Less Good 1 8 

Enough 5 42 

Well 6 50 

Very Good 0 0 

Total 12 100 

 

Based on the results of calculations in the table, the results showed that the teach-

er's response tended to be good with a percentage of 50%, while the response was 

given by 5 teachers or 42%, and the rest showed a poor response. 

In addition to the response data using questionnaires, student and teacher responses 

were also seen based on the results of the interview. The following is the result of 

interviews with students regarding students' responses to the ethno constructivistic 3D 

page flip module. 

"We are very happy to learn to use a 3D page flip module because the display of 

the module is very interesting" (student interview, April 18, 2019). 

"I like learning with computers, I have never been invited to learn to use computers 

before. The lessons are also easy”(student interview, 18 April 2019). 

"Learning is fun, I and my friends like to learn to use a laptop. It's just that there is 

no laptop at home, so it's hard to study at home "(student interview, 19 April 2019). 

Students tend to give a good response when asked about ethno constructivist 3D 

page flip modules. Students are very enthusiastic and very interested in using technol-

ogy in learning activities. But students also complained about the facilities they have 

and the limited ability to operate a laptop. In addition to conducting interviews with 

students, interviews were also conducted with the teacher. The purpose of the teacher 

interview is the same as the purpose of the interview with students, namely to see the 

teacher's response to the ethno constructivist 3D page flip module. The results of 

teacher interviews are as follows: 

"The module is very good, it helps a lot in learning, because as we see students are 

very happy. Students really enjoy learning to use the laptop or the 3D page flip mod-

ule. If all the modules are like this, I am sure the child's motivation to learn will defi-

nitely increase” (teacher interview, 18 April 2019). 

"The module is good, the contents are good, it matches the Core Competencies and 

Basic Competencies. The module is also good because it elevates the local culture of 
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the surrounding community so children are easier to understand the material ". (teach-

er interview, 18 April 2019). 

"This module is good, kids like it. But we old teachers don't understand how to use 

it, so it's difficult for us to be able to use that as well. Wearing it is difficult especially 

we have to be told to make it. Modules that are like that are not required in the curric-

ulum. (teacher interview, April 19, 2019). 

Seeing teacher responses to page flip ethno constructivist 3D modules tends to be 

good. Modules are considered to be in line with core competencies and basic compe-

tencies. But some teachers say that page flip-based 3D modules are very difficult for 

them. One of these factors is the age of the teacher. Because the teacher thought that 

to apply the 3D ethno constructivist module page flip was very difficult, and the 

teacher was also unable to make the module. 

Based on what has been described, we can know that the student response is very 

positive towards the 3Dpageflip ethno constrictive module. [15] This has made many 

educators mobilize efforts to help students get interactive content full of multimedia 

because it has been proven that it has a significant influence on the learning process. 

using eBook 3D page flip will make learning more fun and more efficient. Students 

can learn about the culture and the surrounding environment using the 3D page flip 

ethnic-constructivism module. The page flip 3D ethnic-constructivist module can also 

be used on Android or Smartphone systems using the 3D page flip reader application. 

[16] Multimedia is a module that is published and stored in a digital version of a com-

puter using a word processor and can be accessed by users via the internet. This will 

make it easier for students to be able to study at home with their parents. 

When viewed from the results of interviews, students are very happy and more mo-

tivated to learn to use the 3D page flip ethnic-constructivism module. Students prefer 

learning to use laptops and other technological tools. It's just that students still can't 

use or operate a laptop as a learning medium. In addition, the availability of comput-

ers or commercial laboratories in elementary schools is still very minimal, so that 

facilities become obstacles to the use of information and communication technology 

(ICT). 

Meanwhile, to see the teacher's response, the responses were used and interviews 

were also used. The day the results of the questionnaire were obtained, it was seen 

that the teacher's response tended to be good with a percentage of 50%, and as many 

as 42% of the teacher's responses in the category were sufficient. Interestingly, one 

teacher stated that the response was unfavorable to the ethno constructivist 3D page 

flip module. [17] Revolution in the field of information and communication technolo-

gy (ICT), is a major challenge for the development of teacher professional competen-

cies. They must learn adequate ICT skills to use productively, as well as to teach and 

guide students to use ICT in a generative and purposeful manner. 

Based on the results of the interview, the teacher who stated that the response was 

not good stated that as an old teacher, the teacher had difficulty to operate the com-

puter. In addition, the teacher's ability to make ethno constructivist modules is still 

very limited, plus school facilities that have not facilitated computer laboratories. [18] 

This lack of trust in their subject knowledge compared to their ICT knowledge and 
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skills. The rest of the teacher's response showed a good response about the ethno 

constructivist 3D page flip module. 

Assessment is considered important because competency requires an evaluation 

method that is tailored to its nature, that is, assessment activities and learning activi-

ties must be of the same type [19]. The use of information and communication tech-

nology can provide updates in the world of education in this case e-module. The use 

of innovative ICT-based applications can be used in learning [20]. In addition, stu-

dents are motivated to learn in class because the classroom is comfortable and makes 

students eager to go to school [21]; [24]. Because a comfortable classroom can foster 

students' interest and pleasure in learning [22]. Then when the lesson takes place, 

students look happy when the teacher uses the e-module to work on the questions or 

physics assignments given by the teacher. Because students have an inner spirit that 

causes stimulation to do anything. Students who have the willingness to learn are 

generated from within themselves [23]. 

4 Conclusion 

From the results and discussion that has been described, it can be concluded that by 

using the ethno constructivist 3D page flip module, the responses of students and 

elementary school teachers tend to be good. Students are more motivated in learning 

to use the ethno constructivist 3D page flip module. Students more easily understand 

the material about local and surrounding cultures using the 3D page flip module. It's 

just that students and teachers find the same constraints, namely the lack of skills in 

the application of technology and the availability of facilities and infrastructure. 

Learning based modules are indeed very good and can motivate students to learn 

more. Therefore, teachers should be more creative to develop and create interesting 

modules or teaching materials, especially e-learning-based teaching materials such as 

3D page flip. 
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